Shenandoah

D Dulcimer

1. Oh, Shen-an-do-ah I long to hear you,____ A____
2. Oh, Shen-an-do-ah I love your daughter____
3. 'Tis Seven long years since last I saw you____
4. Oh Shen-an-do-ah I love your daughter____
5. In all these years, when'er I saw her____ We have
6. Oh Shen-an-do-ah she's bound to leave you____
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way____ you roll-ing riv-er____ 1. Oh shen-an-do-ah I long to roam ing

kept____ our love a sec-ret____ 3. 'Tis Seven long years since last I came to

hearth____ you____ A way,____ I'm bound a way____ 'cross the
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